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Overview 

Why can we only process and maintain a limited amount of information at any given time? Multiple explanations exist, 
but as of yet there is no consensus – proposals include a decay of information over time1,2, interference among 
concurrently active representations3,4, and a limited cognitive resource shared among various cognitive operations5,6. The 
idea that processing information depends on a limited pool of cognitive resources has multiple, varying formulations. The 
limited resource could be considered as either continuous7 or discrete8; as reflecting limits on activation5,9, attentional 
control10, the number of slots in memory8, or an unspecified abstract quantity7,11,12. 

Despite these differences, most resource-based theories share several assumptions. The resource is a 
psychological/physiological quantity used to perform cognitive operations. Since this quantity is limited, using it for one 
process comes at the cost of performing other processes, and the amount of resources consumed determines the 
success/efficiency of the process. Furthermore, most resource-based theories assume that once a cognitive process is 
complete, the resources previously dedicated to it become immediately available for further operations. For example, in 
slot-based models of working memory, when information is no longer relevant, the slots occupied by it become 
immediately available for storing new representations. This assumption is shared by most current memory models, but it 
has gone largely unexamined. 

In this dissertation I argue otherwise: rather than becoming immediately available for use, the resource used for memory 
storage/formation recovers gradually over time11,12. I comprehensively tested this proposal using behavioral experiments 
and computational modeling with an updated version of the Source of Activation Confusion (SAC) model of memory. 
The model makes specific predictions concerning how the difficulty of processing at one point in time affects the 
processing of subsequent information.  

The combination of computational modeling and novel behavioral experiments helped unify previously disparate findings 
from many subfields of cognitive psychology – episodic long-term memory, working memory, visual perception, child 
development and healthy aging. The computational modeling allowed us to move beyond a circular concept of resources 
and performance by providing a falsifiable mathematical description of resource depletion and recovery.  

Chapters 2 and 3: The Source of Activation Confusion (SAC) memory model and 
existing empirical challenges for a theory of frequency effects 

Published as Popov & Reder (2020a), Psychological Review 

Normative word frequency has played a key role in empirical research and theoretical development on human memory13–

17. This is because word frequency can either facilitate or impair memory performance depending on the nature of the 
study task, the test, and the details of the study sequence.  

These disparate effects provide a challenge for memory models. For example, item recognition for high-frequency (HF) 
words is worse than for low-frequency (LF) words18,19. Despite the LF recognition advantage, memory for HF words is 
better in free recall20,  serial recall15 and associative recognition13. In cued recall the frequency of the target affects memory 
more than the frequency of the cue21,22. These effects appear in pure lists that contain either only HF or LF words, but 
they disappear in mixed lists of both HF and LF words23. The frequency effect also depends on the relative proportion of 
HF and LF words in a list24, it grows with serial position during study25, and it depends on the order of HF and LF words 
in mixed lists26. Frequency effects also interact with the study presentation rate – presenting words faster tends to 
reduce27 or even reverse the LF advantage in item recognition28, and it increases the HF advantage in free recall29. Finally, 
the effects of word frequency increase when the working memory load increases30,31.  

Verbal theories15,32 and computational models12,27,28 exist for various subsets of these findings; however, there has been 
no systematic integration within a single model framework. The current work builds on and revises earlier SAC models 
that accounted for a subset of these effects12,18. I used computational modeling to investigate whether these interactions 
between word-frequency, list-composition, presentation rate, type of task and working memory load can be explained 
by the following assumptions: 
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 memory formation depletes a limited memory resource that recovers gradually over time 
 the amount of resources required to encode a memory item is an inverse function of the item’s current 

strength in long-term memory 
 memory traces are less likely to be formed or are weaker when resources are insufficient 
 HF words have stronger representations in memory compared to LF words 
 HF words have more associations in memory compared to LF words, and are less effective in retrieving any 

specific one of them 

Two key insights of the model allowed me to fit most of word-frequency puzzles. First, there is a trade-off between a HF 
encoding advantage and a LF retrieval advantage. Since HF words require less resource for their encoding, more resources 
are available to bind them to an experimental context. This leads to stronger episodic bindings for HF relative to LF 
words. Conversely, LF words have been experienced in fewer previous contexts. Since previously bound contexts 
compete for retrieval, when memory is cued by a LF word, the correct episodic context is retrieved more easily. As a 
result, in item recognition tasks, the retrieval advantage of LF cues overcomes their weaker item-context bindings. In 
recall tasks, however, memory is cued by the context instead, and the lack of context retrieval competition reveals the 
HF encoding benefit. This trade-off was supported by fits of the model to both recall and recognition data.  

The second insight is that any experimental variable that increases resource consumption or reduces resource recovery 
would 1) increase the positive effects of word-frequency in recall tasks or 2) reduce the negative effects of word-frequency 
in recognition tasks. Simulations revealed that this occurs because binding strength/probability is proportional to the 
amount of remaining resources – fewer overall resources lead to a greater difference in binding strength between HF 
and LF words. This principle applies to the following variables: 

 As the presentation rate increases, resources recover to a lesser degree between stimuli presentations. As a 
result, speeding up presentation rate reverses the LF recognition advantage (Figure 1) and it increases the HF 
recall advantage (Figure 2) 

 Dividing attention during encoding reduces the amount of available resources which eliminates the LF 
recognition advantage 

 Aging, associated with a decline in cognitive resources, also reduces/eliminates the LF hit rate advantage  
 The presence of LF words in a list decreases memory for other items on the list by leaving fewer resources 

for them (Figure 3) 
 In cued recall the frequency of the cue has a smaller effect relative to the frequency of the target – cues suffer 

from contextual competition, while targets do not (Figure 4) 

Figure 1. Hit rate for item recognition of low and high frequency words depending on the trial duration during 

study. Solid lines show the empirical data. Dashed lines show the fits of the SAC model 
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 Very rare words are difficult to process and show worse recognition memory than HF words  
 In serial-recall tasks the HF recall advantage increases with serial position because fewer resources are left 

after each subsequent serial position (Figure 5) 

In summary, the resource demands principle suggests that as the demands of the task increase, due to manipulations of 
the stimuli (e.g., number of items, frequency of other items), the procedure (e.g., dividing attention, faster presentation 
rate, increasing working memory load, increasing serial position), or due to individual differences (e.g. aging), the 
mnemonic benefit moves towards the direction of HF items.  

 

 

                          

 

Figure 2. Free recall probability as a function of word 

frequency and the inter-stimulus interval. Solid lines 
show the empirical data. Dashed lines show the fits 
of the SAC model 

Figure 3. WF effects in pure and mixed lists 

in immediate serial recall, depending on 
which half of the mixed lists contained LF.

Data from Miller & Roodenrys (2012) 

 

Figure 4. Cued recall accuracy as a function 
of word frequency of the cue and the target. 
Dots represent the fit of the SAC model 

 

Figure 5. Word-frequency effects interact with 
serial position in immediate serial recall. Data 

from Hulme et al (1997) 
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Chapter 4: Sequential Study Effects – word and exposure frequency 

Published as Popov & Reder (2020a), Psychological Review 

A model should be judged not only by its ability to fit existing data, but also by its ability to make novel predictions. 
According to SAC, memory for one item will depend on the frequency of the immediately preceding items during study. 
Since LF items deplete more resources, and the resources recover gradually over time, memory should be worse for 
items that are preceded by LF items during study. In fact, any manipulation that causes the processing of some items to 
deplete more resources should lead to sequential study effects. Chapters 4-6 test these predictions using three different 
paradigms. 

SAC makes several distinct predictions concerning the effect of the preceding study items. Memory for an item Xk will 
depend on how much of the resource was spent in memorizing the immediately preceding items Xk-1,Xk-2,Xk-i etc (k 
denotes the study position of the current item; i denotes the lag or the temporal distance to the preceding items). 
Memory for item Xk (denoted by P(Xk)) will be worse when the preceding item is weaker (e.g., LF vs. HF). This effect is 
also not discrete:  P(Xk) should be proportional to the strength of item Xk-1. These effects should also be cumulative such 
that P(Xk) should be monotonically worse the more of the preceding items that are weak. The effect of the preceding 
items Xk-i should increase when the current item Xk requires more resources. Finally, the effect of Xk-1 should be stronger 
than the effect of Xk-2, etc, because more time and intervening items would have passed. 

I evaluated these predictions by reanalyzing eight existing datasets and one new experiment and by fitting the SAC model 
to each. Five studies used word frequency as a factor33–37, two studies manipulated presentation frequency of each item 
in the experiment38,39 and two directed-forgetting studies manipulated whether each item should be remembered or 
forgotten40,41. The predictions and results are summarized in Table 1. 

In each of the eight existing datasets I reanalyzed, participants studied either individual words18,34,35 or word pairs/word-
image pairs33,36,38–40 presented sequentially in multiple study lists. After seeing all stimuli in a given list, participants had to 
perform a free recall34,35,40, cued recall36,39, item recognition33,36,37, or associative recognition36,38 task.  

Most predictions were supported by most the studies (23 out of 31, Table 1). An individual Participant Data (IPD) meta-
analysis confirmed that all five predictions had overall support. In summary, these analyses provided a key novel set of 
results in human memory – memory performance for one item depends on how difficult the preceding items during study 
were to process. These results provided strong support for the claim that memory formation depletes a limited pool of 
resources as a function of the current strength of items, and that these resources recover gradually over time. 

Table 1. 
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Chapter 5: Sequential Study Effects – directed forgetting 

Published as Popov, Marevic, Rummel & Reder (2020), Psychological Science 

The word-frequency sequential study effects should occur with other variables that affect how much resources are spent. 
In Chapter 5, we tested whether similar effects occur in an item-method directed forgetting (DF) paradigm in which each 
item is followed by either a to-be-forgotten (TBF) or a to-be-remembered (TBR) instruction42,43. Previous studies with 
this paradigm have showed worse TBF than TBR recall (i.e., a DF effect), but it was unknown whether memory differs 
for items that follow a TBR or a TBF item (i.e., a DF after-effect).  

Based on the SAC model, we proposed that before the remember/forget instructions appear, participants process each 
item similarly, spending a proportion of their existing resources. After instruction presentation, participants only continue 
resource-demanding processing of TBR but not TBF items. As a result, a new prediction of the model was that fewer 
resources remain to process items that follow one or more TBR items. 

We tested this prediction in two experiments – Experiment 5.1 was a novel reanalysis of a published dataset by Marevic 
et al. (2018); Experiment 5.2 was a new experiment designed to test alternative explanations. Participants studied word 
pairs and half of the word pairs were followed by TBR instructions, while the other half was followed by TBF instructions. 
Consistent with the predictions of the model, we found that recall for a word pair was worse, if the preceding word pair 
was TBR rather than TBF. This effect was cumulative – the recall impairment increased when the number of preceding 
TBR pairs during study increased. Finally, instructions for the immediately preceding study item had a greater impact on 
recall than instructions for the item two positions prior, etc. The SAC model provided excellent fits to the data (see 
Figure 6). 

Experiment 5.2 tested alternative explanations. People may rehearse or reactivate the memory traces of preceding items 
while processing the current item2. Such rehearsal or attentional borrowing is more likely when the preceding item had to 
be remembered, resulting in diminished processing for the current item. We used a double-task paradigm to test whether 
suppressing rehearsal or dividing attention during study would eliminate the DF after-effect. A stable DF after-effect under 
suppressed rehearsal or divided attention would support the resource depletion explanation.  

Participants performed the directed-forgetting task under four dual-task conditions: a control condition; a rehearsal 
suppression condition in which participants repeated out-loud two-digit numbers presented auditorily at regular intervals; 
a divided attention condition in which participants pressed a key to indicate whether the two-digit numbers were odd or 
even; a combined suppressed rehearsal and divided attention condition in which the odd/even judgements were made vocally. 

The top panels of Figure 6 show that even though all three dual-task conditions lead to poorer overall memory, they did 
not attenuate the DF after-effect. If the DF after-effect was due to selective rehearsal or attentional refreshing of prior 
TBR items, then the effect should have disappeared when rehearsal/refreshing was prevented. These findings are 
inconsistent with prior proposals that forgetting is an active, resource demanding process44. Instead, the two experiments 
combined with the SAC model fits provide support for the idea that TBR items deplete more resources during encoding, 
and that these resources recover gradually over time. 

Chapter 6: Sequential Study Effects – inter-stimulus interval 

In Chapter 6, I tested another prediction of the resource-recovery assumption, namely, that items preceded by longer 
inter-stimulus-intervals (pre-ISIs) would be remembered better. The model predicts that if more “free” time passes 
between the encoding of the previous and the current stimulus, resources would recover to a greater degree leading to 
better memory for the current stimulus. Furthermore, the pre-ISI effect should interact with the word frequency 
sequential effects – as the pre-ISI increases, the sequential frequency effect should decrease (see Figure 7 for an illustration 
of the experimental procedure and a summary of the prediction from 4 alternative accounts). This is because greater 
resource recovery between stimuli would partially negate the differential resource depletion of the preceding LF or HF 
stimulus.  

I reanalyzed data from the Penn Electrophysiology of Encoding and Retrieval Study (PEERS), a large-scale multi-session 
experiment on free recall35,45. As Figure 8 shows, the results supported the model’s predictions. Additional analyses 
disconfirmed three alternative explanations – that items surrounded by longer ISIs become more temporally distinct; that 
participants selectively rehearse preceding low-frequency words; that memory consolidation is more likely to complete 
successfully with longer ISIs. None of these alternative explanations can account for the full pattern of results (Figure 
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7b/c). The findings presented in Chapter 6 are theoretically important, as the three alternative explanations discussed 
above are the dominant candidates in the literature to explain why longer ISIs improve memory. The resource-depletion-
and-recovery assumption can account for the data naturally, without any extensions to the SAC model. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Results of Experiment 5.2 and SAC model fits – cued recall (a,b,c) and free recall (d,e,f) for the current item 

depending on (a, d) whether it was preceded during study by a TBR or a TBF item and the dual task condition (Control 

= No dual task, Att = Divided attention, Reh = suppressed rehearsal, Reh+Att = simultaneous divided attention and 

suppressed rehearsal; (b, e) how many of the immediately preceding items during study were TBR or TBF; (c, f) what 

was the study position lag between the current and the prior item (e.g., how many trials ago did the previous item 

occur). Error bars represent ±1 SE. 
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Figure 7. a) An illustration of the study procedure in the PEERS dataset. Words were presented for 3000ms and the 
ISI was uniformly distributed between 800ms and 1200ms; free recall for the word “tree” could depend on the 
frequency of the preceding study word (forward sequential effect of word frequency), on the frequency of the 

subsequent word (backward sequential effect of word frequency), on the duration of the preceding interval (proactive 
pre-ISI effect), or on the duration of the subsequent interval (retroactive post-ISI effect). b) Predictions about the four 

different sequential effects for the for candidate theories. Green checkmarks mean that the effects is predicted by the 
theory, red X marks mean that the theory predicts no effect, and the yellow question marks mean that the prediction 
from the theory is unclear because it depends on additional assumptions. c) Observed data pattern (a smaller 
checkmark reflects a smaller effect). 
 

 

Figure 8. Recall probability in the PEERS dataset depending on the pre-ISI duration (left panel), and the interaction 
between pre-ISI and word frequency of the preceding study word (right panel, lines show the best fitting regression 
slope for each condition). 
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Chapter 7: Word frequency affects binding errors, not memory precision 

What happens when there are insufficient resources to store a new item in memory? We envisioned two possibilities. First, 
people might fail to bind the item to the study context and no memory trace is created. A second possibility is that a memory 
trace is created with lower precision, proportional to the amount of resources remaining.  

To adjudicate between these possibilities, we adapted a continuous reproduction task, which is often used in visual working 
memory research7,8. On each trial, participants studied five words presented sequentially at different locations on an invisible 
circle. Immediately after, one studied word was presented in the center and participants indicated its studied location on the 
circle. Across three experiments, we varied word frequency, presentation rate, and list composition (pure vs mixed frequency 
lists). We used the three-parameter mixture model7 to analyze the error distributions and to determine whether word 
frequency affects binding probability, guessing rates or memory precision.  

Results (raw error): In pure lists, HF cues lead to better location recall; the opposite was true in mixed lists (Figure 10). 
Additionally, we see that the benefit of HF cues is reduced when the presentation rate is slowed down. The trade-off between 
the HF encoding advantage, the LF retrieval advantage, and the resource demands on the task condition predicted by SAC can 
be seen in the interaction between word-frequency, list-composition, and presentation rate. As we slow down the presentation 
rate, resources recover more, which minimizes the differences between HF and LF words in pure lists. In mixed lists, the 
presence of LF words hurts memory for HF words, while the presence of HF words helps memory for LF words.  

Results (mixture-model parameters): The higher angle error for LF words in pure lists was entirely due to a higher probability of 
misbinding errors – recalling a location associated with a different studied word. There was no difference in precision for HF 
and LF words. Slowing down the presentation rate also decreased misbinding errors, while having no effect on memory 
precision. The mixture modelling results tentatively suggest that when resources are depleted, the word-location binding fails 
altogether, resulting in misbinding errors. This conclusion relies on the assumption that if a memory trace exists, the correct 
location will be recalled and that its precision will be proportional to the  strength of the memory trace. It is possible that the 
retrieval process is probabilistic and that weaker traces have a lower probability of being retrieved, leading to more misbinding 
errors. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. An illustration of a single tria in Experiment 7.1. Each participant completed 300 such trials. Experiments 

7.2 & 7.3 also varied the presentation rate during study (500/750/1000 ms).  
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Figure 10. The effect of word frequency, presentation rate and list-composition on raw recall error. 1) Experiment 7.2, 
pure lists of 100% HF or 100% LF; 2) Experiment 7.3, mixed lists. 

 

Chapter 8: The benefit of greater discrimination difficulty during learning 

Published as Popov & Reder (2020b), Psychonomic Bulletin & Review 

Intuitively, the greater the similarity between two different objects, the more difficult it should be to distinguish them. 
Research using the visual search task has repeatedly confirmed this intuition - when a target is more similar to distractors 
in the search array, accuracy decreases, response times increase, and more errant saccades are made to the highly similar 
distractors46–48. The apparent robustness of this negative target-to-distractor  (TD) similarity effect has played a pivotal 
role in the development of many visual search theories47,49,50. 

In this study, we explored how the TD similarity effect changes as people gain visual expertise with novel stimuli over an 
extended period. US undergraduates with no previous knowledge of Chinese performed a visual search task with 64 
novel Chinese characters for 12 hour-long visual search sessions over 4 weeks. We found a striking pattern - the search 
time and accuracy advantages for a target among dissimilar distractors were short-lived and reversed after only a single 
session of training, such that greater TD similarity lead to better performance over time. 

Why would the TD similarity effects reverse with learning over time? We suggest that when it is more difficult to 
discriminate a target from distractors during learning, participants are forced to develop richer and more detailed 
representations of the novel characters to be able perform the task better in the future. Additionally, we found that the 
effect was driven by post-error feedback, which caused participants to pay more attention to the target the next time it 
appeared. 

This reversal of the TD similarity effect suggests that people can flexibly and strategically allocate resources during visual 
learning depending on how difficult it is to discriminate a novel target object from distractors. People will invest more of 
their limited resources in encoding a rich representation of a novel object if they know that they will have difficulty 
recognizing it later. 

Discussion - Rethinking resource models of memory 

Even though SAC is specific computational memory model, one key theoretical contribution transcends this 
implementation of the theory. The idea that memory resource recover gradually over time is not tied to this model and 
it could be implemented by other memory models and tested separately. In fact, recent follow-up work from independent 
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labs have considered whether this assumption can explain neural fatigue effects using intracranial EEG51, the free-time 
benefit in working memory52, and the semantic similarity effect in immediate recall53. 

The assumption that resources recover gradually over time may seem controversial at first – what is the nature of this 
resource that allows it to recover gradually rather than instantly after use, as in other resource-based models? It is difficult 
to image how this might work in models in which the resource is a number of discrete working memory slots8 or time 
spent in the focus of attention10. Despite this, the resource recovery assumption can account for a surprising amount of 
otherwise puzzling empirical findings, and it led to the discovery of the sequential study effects described in Chapters 4-
6. As such, this assumption has a lot of explanatory power, and it is exciting to think how it could be made compatible 
with other resource models, or, alternatively, to discover different ways to account for these effects without it. 

The resource assumption could also provide a mechanistic reason behind primacy gradient parameters in models of 
memory that do not include the concept of resources. Models like the Temporal Context Model 54,55, for example, use a 
parameter to decrease activation of memory items as a function of serial position to explain primacy effects in free recall. 
This is a convenient way to fit the data, but is not a mechanistic explanation of primacy effects55. My thesis suggests that 
the primacy gradient arises due to the same mechanism discussed so far – that the encoding of items depletes a limited 
pool of resources, which recover over time.  
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